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Aniko Gregor is Assistant Professor of Gender Studies, Department of Social Research Methods, Faculty of Sociology, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary. Among her many articles, with Grzebolska Weronika, "Thoughts on the contested relationship between neoliberalism and feminism," in Solidarity in Struggle - Feminist Perspectives on Neoliberalism in East-Central Europe, ed. Eszter Kovats (Bonn 2016); and, with Hatakka Nika, "Young and Easily Allured? A Comparative Analysis on the Relationship between Populism and Youth in Europe" (2014).

Zoltán Pogátsa is Head of the Institute of Economics, Faculty of Economics, University of West Hungary, Sopron. He is author of six books, including Magyarország politikai gazdaságáról - Az északi modell esélyei [Hungary's Political Economy - The Chances of the Northern Model] (2016); The Political Economy of the Greek Crisis (2014); and Heterodox International Political Economy (2011). He is a frequent international public commentator on European integration and economic development.